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METHOD OP OPERATION
SIGNAL CIRCUIT

Fuse Alarm - With Drop or Lamp Signal - Machine Switching System.
SOUTHWESTERN BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

1. This drawing shows miscellaneous fuse alarms for use in a full mechan-
ical power driven system.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

CIRCUIT BREAKER ALARM ;

2. This circuit is used to give a visual and audible signal when a circuit
breaker releases. The release of the circuit breaker allows the special E5 relay
per D->20218 (CB-3) to operate, lighting the pilot lamp at the power board, oper-

ating the B9 relay (CA) and the B9 relay (AI). The operation of the B9 relay

(CA) lights the pilot lamp at the monitoring board, while the operation of the B9

(AI } closes a circuit through the AC bell, giving an additional audible signal.

When the circuit breaker is closed, all operated relays release and the circuit is

restored to normal.

CHARGING FUSE ALARM :

3. This circuit is used to give a visual and audible signal when a charging

fuse functions. When a fuse in either charging lead operates, the B66 relay

( CHG-1 ) operates, lighting the associated lamp and operating the B9 relay (A) in

series with the B9 relay (AI). The operation of the B9 relay (A) lights the pilot

lamp at the monitoring board, while the operation of the B9 relay (AI) rings the.

associated AC bell. When the fuse is replaced all operated relays release and the

circuit is restored to normal,

DISCHARGE FUSE ALARM ; .

4. This circuit is used to give a visual and audible signal when a discharge

fuse functions on either 24 or 48 volt battery, '.’/hen a discharge fuse operates,

the special E5 relay per D-20218 (LVD-2) operates, lighting the associated^ laap

and operating the B9 relays (DA) and DB), ringing the 10-D bell, and lighting the

pilot lamp at the monitoring board. 7/hen a fuse is replaced, all operated relays

release, restoring the circuit to normal.

DISTRIBUTING PANEL FUSE ALAR!'/!;

5 This circuit is used to give a visual and audible signal when a ditri-
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touting panel fuse functions on either 24 or 48 volt batte^v. When a distritouting

panel fuse operates, the 56-C drop operates, closing ft circuit to operate the spec-

ial E31 relay per D-20679 which rings the 10-D bell and lights the pilot lamp at

the monitoring board. When the fuse is replaced the operated drop and relay re-

lease, restoring the circuit to normal.

PHASE FAILURE! ALARM ;

6,

Phis circuit is used to give a visual and audible signal upon phase

failure. Phase failure causes the B147 relay (PH) to release, lighting the asso-

ciated lamp and operating the B9 relays (PHA) and (AI). The operation of the B9

relay (PHA) lights the pilot lamp at the monitoring board while the operation of

the B9 relay (AI) rings the AO bell. When the fuse is restored, the circuit af-

fected returns to normal , operating the B147 relay (PH) which releases the „B9 re-

lays (PHA) and (AI) thereby extinguishing the lamps and silencing the bell,

MORSE CHARGING AMD DISCHARGING FUSE ALARM:

7.

Phis circuit is used to give. a visual signal when a Morse charging or

discharging fuse operates.. Phe operation of the fuse operates the B9 relay in

series with the associated lamp which lights, thereby lighting the pilot lamp

at the monitoring board. When the fuse is replaced the B9 relay releases, restor-

ing the circuit to normal.

VOLTAGE ALARM ;

8.

Phis circuit is used to give a visual and audible signal when the volt*

age exceeds or drops below the required limits. When the voltage exceeds or drops

below the required limits the 30 Weston relay operates, closing a circuit through

the 149-D relay which also operates. Phe 149-D relay by its operation lights the

associated lamp and operates the B9 relays (VB) and AI). The operation of the B9^

relay (VB) lights the voltage alarm lamp at the monitoring board while the operation

of the B9 relay (AI ) rings the AC bell, When the voltage has been regulated, all

operated relays release and the circuit is restored to normal.

RINGING MACHINE ALARM;

9,

This circuit is used to give a visual and audible alarm when ringing

voltage fails. When ringing voltage fails, the BIO relay (?U) operates, ^closing

a circuit through the associated lamp which lights, to operate the £$ relay in

series with the B9 relay (AI)-* The operation of the B9 relay lights the jri&c uo

lamp at the monitoring board while the B9 relay (AI) rings tne AC bell. men.

ringing, voltage is restored to normal, all operated relays release, restoring tr

e

circuit to normal.
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CIRCUIT. REQUIRESENT

S

'

OPERATE N0N-0EERAT3 RELEASE

149-D Test .016 arnp. Test .0015 amp.

(va) Readj. .010 amp. Readj, ,003 amp.

B9 After a soak of ap- After a soak of ap-

proximately .3 amp. proximately .3 amp.

Test ,063 amp. Test ,003 amp.

Readj. .054 amp. Readj , .006 amp.

BIO After a soak of ap- After a soak of ap-

(PU) proximately .3 amp. proximately .3 amp.

Test ,024 amp. Test .001 amp.

Readj. .022 amp. Readj, .002 amp.

B66 Test .011 amp. • Test ,0003 amp.

(CHGj Readj. .0015 amp. Readj. .0005 amp.

B147 Test .0014 amp. Test .0003 amp.

.

(PH) Readj. .001 amp. Readj. .0003 amp.

Spl. 25 In 21 volt circuit: For 21 and 45 volt

D-20218 Test ,014 amp. circuits;

( Coded Readj. .007 amp. Test .0004 amp.

2462

)

In 45 volt circuit; Readj. .0008 amp.

( CB-3

,

Test .025 amp.

LDV-2) Readj. .007 amp.
.

Spl. 331 Test .016 amp. Test .0008 amp.

D-20679 Readj. .011 amp. Readj. .0015 amp.

Coded
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OPERATE NON-OPBRATE RET .BASB

In 21 volt circuit.
Test ,013 amp,
Readj • ,0055 amp.
In 45 volt circuit.
Test ,024 amp,
Readj, ,0055 amp.

30 Adjust to meet cir-
Weston cuit conditions.
Type

56-C
Drop

i

ENG.--WHL-VL.
6/29/21.

OR ?D .—WJT-CVZP
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